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Abstract

Space agencies execute complex satellite op-
erations that need to be supported by the tech-
nical knowledge contained in their extensive
information systems. Knowledge bases (KB)
are an effective way of storing and access-
ing such information at scale. In this work
we present a system, developed for the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA), that can answer
complex natural language queries, to support
engineers in accessing the information con-
tained in a KB that models the orbital space
debris environment. Our system is based on a
pipeline which first generates a sequence of ba-
sic database operations, called a sketch, from a
natural language question, then specializes the
sketch into a concrete query program with men-
tions of entities, attributes and relations, and fi-
nally executes the program against the database.
This pipeline decomposition approach enables
us to train the system by leveraging out-of-
domain data and semi-synthetic data generated
by GPT-3, thus reducing overfitting and short-
cut learning even with limited amount of in-
domain training data. Our code can be found at
https://github.com/PaulDrm/DISCOSQA.

1 Introduction

Space debris are uncontrolled artificial objects in
space that are left in orbit during either normal
operations or due to malfunctions. Collisions in-
volving space debris can generate secondary de-
bris which can cause more collisions, potentially
leading to a runaway effect known as “Kessler Syn-
drome” (Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978; Kessler
et al., 2010), which in the worst-case scenario could
make large ranges of orbits unusable for space op-
erations for multiple generations.

Therefore, space agencies have established de-
partments responsible for cataloging the space de-
bris environment, which can be used for space traf-
fic management, collision avoidance, re-entry anal-

Question: What is the inclination of the orbit of Hubble?

Sketch: Find Relate QueryAttr

Arguments: Hubble Orbit inclination

Question: How many rocket debris objects have re-entered
Earth’s atmosphere before 2019?

Sketch: FindAll Filter
Year

Filter
Concept Count

Arguments:
Reentry,
2019,<

Rocket
Debris
Objects

Figure 1: Two representative queries for DISCOS and
their decomposition according to the Program Induction
method.

ysis, and raising public awareness of the problem.1

The European Space Agency (ESA) has cata-
logued over 40,000 trackable and unidentified ob-
jects in its DISCOS (Database and Information
System Characterizing Objects in Space) Knowl-
edge Base (KB) (Klinkrad, 1991; Flohrer et al.,
2013). Accessing this information efficiently often
requires technical expertise in query languages and
familiarity with the specific schema of DISCOS,
which may fall outside the skillset of the engineers
searching for relevant information in the database.
In this project, we developed a question answering
system for the DISCOS KB. This deployed proto-
type enables ESA engineers to query the database
with complex natural language (English) questions,
improving their ability to make informed decisions
regarding space debris.

Recent breakthroughs in open question answer-
ing have been achieved using large language mod-
els that have been fine-tuned as dialog assistants,
such as ChatGPT.2 These models, however, are
black boxes that store knowledge implicitly in their

1https://tinyurl.com/44tc24d4
2https://chat.openai.com
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parameters which makes it hard to guarantee that
their answers are supported by explicit evidence,
understand their failures and update them when
the supporting facts change. In contrast, parsing
a question into a query program and then execut-
ing it on an explicit KB is guaranteed to provide a
factual correct answer provided the KB and query
program are correct. Our approach is particularly
useful for applications such as satellite operations
where accuracy and reliability are critical.

The main challenge for this project was that no
training set or example questions were available
for the DISCOS KB. This issue, combined with
the large amount of unique and diverse objects in
the database, precluded a straightforward applica-
tion of common supervised learning techniques.
Although possible strategies for solving this task,
such as direct semantic parsing of the query with
seq2seq models, were identified in the literature,
they suffer from problems with compositional gen-
eralization (Herzig et al., 2021; Furrer et al., 2020).
Furthermore, very little work has been done on
generalizing to KB element components that were
never seen during training (Cao et al., 2022b; Das
et al., 2021a; Huang et al., 2021).

To overcome these challenges, we apply and
adapt a methodology from the literature called Pro-
gram Transfer (Cao et al., 2022b) to significantly
reduce the required dataset for adequate general-
ization over the complete DISCOS KB. This is
a two-step approach. For each user query first a
program sketch is predicted, consisting of a se-
quence of query functions where the arguments
are either variables or placeholders, then the rep-
resentation of the query is compared to the rep-
resentations of the KB entities, in order to fill
out the placeholders with arguments relevant to
the query text. The underlying query language
of this approach is called Knowledge-oriented-
Programming-Language (KoPL) for which two rep-
resentative example questions are shown together
with their decomposition into sketch and arguments
in Figure 1.

We also conduct a data collection study with
domain experts, and we apply a data augmenta-
tion pipeline leveraging the underlying ontology of
the KB and prompting a Large Language Model
(LLM) to generate automatically more training ex-
amples. The architecture was retrained with dif-
ferent domain-specific LMs and baselines to deter-
mine the benefits of using a domain-specific pre-

trained encoder.
The main contributions of this paper are:

• Applying and adapting a methodology de-
scribed in the literature for complex knowledge
base question answering (CKBQA) on a novel
industry-relevant database, with a large and dy-
namic set of unique entities;

• Collecting a new dataset on this database from
domain-experts and leveraging the in-context
learning capability of LLMs for data augmen-
tation on it;

• Evaluating the use of domain-specific LMs as
different encoders on our curated dataset;

• Demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach
by achieving comparable results to general-
purpose LLMs

2 Related Work

Low-resource CKBQA Pre-trained language
models have demonstrated state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in semantic parsing for complex question an-
swering on KBs where the same logic compounds
are contained in both the training and validation
sets (Furrer et al., 2020). However, they struggle
with compositional generalization, where the “com-
pounds” (combinations) of components are diverse
between training and validation, even if all compo-
nents (entity, relation, program filters) have been
seen during training (Herzig et al., 2021). Das et al.
(2021b) explored retrieval-based methods to pick
the top n similar examples from the training set and
use them as additional input for the prediction. In
theory, this would make it possible to reason over
changes on the KB by only adding new examples
to the training set without the need of retraining
the whole model. Another approach is adapting
the architecture of language models to incorporate
the structure of a KB directly for the prediction.
For example, Huang et al. (2021) ranked FreeBase
KB entities by using an EleasticSearch search API
to identify these entities. When generating the
query program, instead of entities a special token
is predicted, which in the post-processing step get
replaced by the top ranked entity identified by Elas-
ticSearch. Although, achieving good results, it is
unclear how this would translate to queries with
multiple entities and also has the typical limitations
of ElasticSearch. Another method is the Program
Induction and Program Transfer method, where
a sequence of functions, or a sketch, is generated
from the input query. A single function here stands



for a basic logic operation on the KB. The premise
is that the sketch is mostly dependent on the formu-
lation of the input query and less dependent on the
KB, therefore the training on a source domain can
transfer to inference on a target domain. In a sec-
ond step, the particular inputs that each function in
the sketch receives are identified from the elements
of the KB through comparing their representations
with the one of the model at the specific function.
During training, the goal is to create sophisticated
representations for the components of the KB as
well as for the query that can generalize to com-
ponents which were not seen during training (Cao
et al., 2022b).

Domain-specific Language Models Using self-
supervised pre-trained language models is the de-
facto standard approach in modern natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). These models are trained
on large volumes of text, learning representations
that can generalize over natural language variations
and capture long-term dependencies between the
input tokens. During fine-tuning, these learned
features and representations commonly lead to im-
proved results on the downstream task. While
the interplay between the amount of in-domain
data, model capacity and training regime is com-
plex (Zhao et al., 2022), as a general rule, training
these models on in-domain task-related text im-
proves the performance of this task (Maheshwari
et al., 2021; Berquand et al., 2021; Arnold et al.,
2022; Joshi et al., 2023). An alternative approach
involves modifying the pre-training objective ac-
cording to the domain. In the context of question-
answering with tabular data, it was explored how a
language model could function during pre-training
as a SQL-query excecutor, predicting the results
of an automated created SQL query on the cor-
responding concatenated table, to elicit an under-
standing of the underlining dependencies in tables.
This approach resulted in improved performance
on related downstream tasks (Liu et al., 2022). For
KBs, together with the standard Masked-Language-
Modelling loss an architecture called Kepler was
tested that also minimizes a contrastive loss on
related KB triples, where both the correct triples
and randomly perturbed incorrect triples are scored,
and the loss penalizes scoring the perturbed triples
higher than the correct ones (Wang et al., 2021a).

3 Dataset Collection and Use

We used two sources of data for the study. The first
one is the original dataset which first introduced the
KoPL-format for general-domain knowledge-base
question answering (described in §3.1). The second
one is for our particular domain with information
about objects in space (§3.2). We also describe in
§3.3 how we further collected training data for fine-
tuning a language model, and how we augmented
this dataset with new question-answer pairs (§3.4).

3.1 The KQA Pro Dataset

The KQA pro dataset (Cao et al., 2022a) is a large
scale dataset for complex question answering over
a knowledge base. It contains over 120,000 diverse
questions for an subset of entities from the Free-
base KB and their associated relations, attributes
and concepts. The reasoning process to arrive at a
solution is provided in the form of a Knowledge-
oriented-Programming-Language (KoPL), which
was designed specifically for this dataset. The
question-program pairs were automatically gener-
ated by randomly sampling the extracted KB and
using novel compositional templates to create a
canonical form of the question and associated an-
swer. To increase ambiguity these questions were
then paraphrased and controlled by Amazon Me-
chanical Turk workers (Cao et al., 2022a).

3.2 The DISCOS Database

The ESA Database and Information System Charac-
terising Objects in Space (DISCOS)3 is a regularly
updated source for information about launches,
launch vehicles, objects, spacecraft registration
numbers, mission-specific information (mass, mis-
sion objective, operator), and most importantly or-
bital and fragmentation data histories for all track-
able as well as unclassified objects. With currently
over 40,000 objects being tracked, this tracking
provides rich information for ESA offices moni-
toring and managing space debris, collision avoid-
ance, re-entry analyses, and contingency support.
Other actors, such as research institutes, govern-
ment organisations, or industrial companies from
ESA Member states can apply for an account to
access the information provided by DISCOS free
of charge. A comparison between the the DISCOS
KB and the KB used for the KQA Pro dataset can
be seen in Table 1

3https://discosweb.esoc.esa.int/

https://discosweb.esoc.esa.int/


Dataset #Entities #Relations #Concepts
KQA Pro 16,960 363 794
DISCOS 73,354 32 39

Table 1: Entity, relation, and concept counts for the
KQA Pro and DISCOS KBs

3.3 Data Collection

As there was no question-program-answer training
set available on the DISCOS KB, potential queries
had to be collected from domain-experts via a sim-
ple user interface. The interface allowed domain
experts to input queries of interest, along with their
username and feedback, see Appendix E. Based on
the domain experts’ feedback, a manually labeled
baseline dataset of around 102 question-KoPL pro-
gram pairs was created.

3.4 Data Augmentation

To extend the limited baseline dataset and increase
diversity of potential queries, we augmented the
dataset by creating paraphrases of the questions,
shown to add robustness to question answering
systems (Fader et al., 2013; Narayan et al., 2016).
For each unique program sketch, the schema of
the ontology was used to alter the arguments of the
single functions in that sketch. For example, for the
program Find(‘Saturn V’) → QueryAttr(‘mass’),
the concept of the Find function argument (Saturn
V) was identified as LaunchVehicle. Subsequently,
the ontology was queried for other entities of the
same concepts and also for associated attributes to
substitute the argument for the QueryAttr function.

In order to generate appropriate questions for
each “augmented” program, we used the few-
shot and in-context learning capabilities of GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020). A prompt was curated, con-
sisting of question-program pairs from the manu-
ally labeled dataset, so that GPT-3 could generate
a question for an unlabelled augmented program.
The sampling included all programs from the man-
ual dataset with the same sketch as the augmented
one, as well as using examples with the same rela-
tion type, which showed great abilities to generate
a correct question. Additionally, an instruction sec-
tion was added to the prompt, consisting mainly of
a list of expansions for acronyms commonly used
in the KB’s ontology. This ensured that acronyms
were expanded correctly and reduced the likelihood
of hallucinations by the LLM for these acronyms.
Examples of generated questions with their corre-

sponding programs can be found in Appendix D.
The prompt schema can be found in Appendix A.

The benefits of an automatically generated
dataset include cost-effective data sample gener-
ation, while also ensuring a balanced distribution
of complex and simple queries as well as common
(ex: Saturn V, Hubble Space Telescope) and un-
common arguments (ex: L-186, PSLV-Q). With the
use of LLMs, the generated questions also have
already slightly different semantics and syntactic
structure as the generation process is inherently sta-
tistical and can be adjusted with parameters such
as the temperature. LLMs can also leverage their
stored world knowledge, e.g. we observed the en-
tity name "

  

天舟四号 " to be automatically translated
into the english "Tianzhou 4" designation. More
examples can be seen in Appendix D. However, it
is important to note that the question generation
is not foolproof and could be further optimized
e.g. through additional prompt engineering or a
subsequent data cleaning procedure.

4 Methodology and Model Architecture

We describe in §4.1 the problem that our model
aims to solve. In §4.2, we describe what modifi-
cation we applied to the methodology from (Cao
et al., 2022b).

4.1 Problem Definition

The task is defined in the following way, given a
natural language question Q we want to predict a
program y that traverses the knowledge base K and
produces an answer A for Q. This means:

A = y(Q,K), K = {E,R,C,A},

where E,R,C,A represent respectively the mutu-
ally disjoint sets of entities, relations, concepts and
attributes in K. More specifically for a set entities
in the training set Et, the task is to be able to gen-
eralise to the set of Ev, which were unseen during
training, with E = Et ∪Ev, Et ∩Ev = ∅. There-
fore, we apply a program induction and transfer
methodology, predicting for Q a program, a tuple
of actions,

y(Q,K) = (o1(arg1), . . . , ot(argt)),

oi ∈ O,∀i = 1, . . . , t; argt ∈ E ∪R ∪ C ∪A,

where O is a set predefined basic functions ex-
ecutable on the KB, with each of them taking



one disjoint set as inputs from the pool of argu-
ments from the KB. In the first step, the sketch
[o1, . . . , ot] ∈ Ot is generated by encoding the
question Q with a pre-trained language model and
using its representation as the starting point for
a GRU-based decoder with attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2022b).

The input arguments for each function,
o1, . . . , ot, are chosen in a second step by calcu-
lating the probability between the encoded repre-
sentations of the i-th candidate Rt

i in the KB at
position t in the sequence, and the representation
of the decoder at position t, ht. The probability is
computed as:

p(argt|Rt
i, h

t) = softmax(Rt
i, h

t),

and is followed by choosing the most likely candi-
date as the input argument for the function.

We refer the reader to Cao et al. (2022b) for the
details. In addition to the standard BERT model
we also train RoBERTA-based (Liu et al., 2019)
domain-specific encoders (see Appendix B).

4.2 Enhancements to Program Transfer

At the beginning, the prediction for entities, re-
lations, and operations ({<,>,=}) had to be re-
implemented as it was not available in the associ-
ated source code.4

The standard methodology of comparing the rep-
resentations to all inputs during training posed an-
other challenge for entities, as during the training
step the gradients for all them would need to be
stored, which were exceeding the available virtual
random access memory on the system.

As a result, instead of comparing the represen-
tation at each sequence position to all entities in
the KB, only the subset of entities in the current
batch are compared with each other.5 In addition,
random samples from the complete entity set where
selected and added to the batch to also give signals
to entities not occurring in the training set.

More formally, let X(j) be the jth batch from
the training set, E be the overall set of entities, and
X

(j)
E be the set of entities of the training batch. At

each training batch j, we use the set of entities e(j)

to compare the probability of their representations
against the candidate input argument in batch j, as
defined by:

4https://github.com/thu-keg/programtransfer
5Note that these entities are part of the training set entities,

hence are all known apriori.

e(j) = X
(j)
E ∪ f (j), (1)

where f (j) = {e1, e2, . . . , en} are n randomly sam-
pled entities from E without replacement. Fur-
thermore, for extracting time values from queries
we use the SUTime library (Chang and Manning,
2012), whereas for extracting numerical patterns
we use a simple regex schema. In addition, for
parsing the predicted inputs into a form than can be
read by the KoPL engine a parser function had to be
written as well as a method for assigning the depen-
dencies between the single basic functions. Other
small adaptation of the original approach included
the addition of a normalization layer between the
linear layers for the prediction of the single argu-
ments as well as masking-out padding tokens from
the loss calculation of the function generation com-
ponent. A schematic overview of the pipeline can
be seen in Appendix C.

5 Experiments

We next describe our dataset (§5.1), the way we
trained our models (§5.2) and our results (§5.3).

5.1 The DISCOS-Questions-Programs
Dataset

The creation of the training and validation datasets
involved the following steps: First, all the unique
sequences of functions were extracted from the
manually labeled dataset. Then, ten augmented
programs were generated for each unique program
in the manually labeled dataset by substituting the
inputs and generating questions as described in
the data augmentation methodology. It is notewor-
thy that the entities included in the manually la-
beled dataset were not considered as candidates for
the data augmentation. The questions for the aug-
mented examples were generated using the large
language model code-davinci-002.6 Through trial
and error, a temperature of 0.75 was used for gen-
eration as it produced diverse examples while still
capturing the meaning of the associated KoPL-
program. Finally, the augmented dataset was split
into training and validation datasets, where the
original manually labeled dataset and 0.05% of
randomly sampled examples from the augmented
dataset were used as the validation set and the rest
of the augmented dataset was used for training.
In a subsequent filtering step, programs that ap-
peared in the validation set were filtered from the

6https://platform.openai.com/playground
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training dataset. The resulting DISCOS-Questions-
Programs (DQP) dataset consists of 905 samples
for training and 151 samples for validation.

5.2 Model Training
The preliminary results indicated that training di-
rectly on the DQP dataset did not lead to conver-
gence in entity prediction. We then proceeded to
first train on the out-of-domain original KQA Pro
dataset and then further train on the DQP dataset.
The hyperparameters for pretraining on the KQA
pro dataset were adopted from the original paper.
For training the DQP dataset, the hyperparameters
were left unchanged, except for an adapted learning
rate for the decoder, which was set to 10−4 instead
of 10−3. For the experiments, different domain-
adapted models were used as the encoder and then
compared to each other as well as baseline models.
For more information about the domain-adapted
models see Appendix B.

5.3 Results
The analysis of different models was challenging
as multiple components (functions, entities, rela-
tions, etc.) need to be predicted to arrive at the full
program that can be run against the KB. Therefore,
the analysis was divided into two parts. Firstly,
the accuracy at the lowest validation loss for each
component was compared separately between all
the different trained models, providing an overview
of each model’s best predictive performance for
each component. The results can be seen in Table
2. Although no model consistently outperformed
the others on all components, CosmicRoBERTa
(Berquand et al., 2021) achieved the highest perfor-
mance on four out of six accuracies.

The validation loss curves showed that during
training, the validation accuracy can drop for one
component while it rises for another. The validation
loss curves can be found in Appendix F.

For deployment of a single model, it is necessary
to identify a checkpoint where the model predicts
accurately across all components. To obtain a more
holistic view of the performance, the models were
also compared by summing up the normalized vali-
dation losses for each component.

The results of summing up the normalized valida-
tion losses with equal weights are shown in Table 3.
On average, the RoBERTa-base model has the low-
est validation loss, followed by the Kepler model.
However, no model consistently outperforms the
others in terms of prediction accuracy. From an

Accuracy BERT Kepler RoBERTa CR
Function 0.797 0.812 0.796 0.826
Entity 0.874 0.887 0.907 0.927
Attribute 0.955 0.948 0.948 0.948
Relation 0.938 0.983 0.983 1
Concept 0.872 0.896 0.92 0.89
Operations 1 1 1 1

Table 2: Accuracy at lowest validation loss for each
respective component. CR stands for CosmicRoBERTa.
The best score for each component is highlighted in
bold, second best in italics.

application perspective, the most important met-
rics are the accuracy in predicting functions and
entities. To obtain the correct answer, the most
crucial step is to predict the correct sequence of
functions, and for multi-hop queries, it is essential
to identify the correct starting entity. In addition,
the number of unique entities is magnitudes higher
than the number of unique attributes or relations
in the KB, which makes identifying the right en-
tity more difficult. Among the models considered,
CosmicRoBERTa stands out as the model that per-
forms well both in predicting functions and enti-
ties. Unfortunately, the Kepler model only sporadi-
cally showed improvements over RoBERTa-base.
The reason for this could be the very limited pre-
training corpus, which as a result was significantly
smaller than the one from CosmicRoBERTa As a
result, for the purpose of deploying a single model,
the decision was made to choose CosmicRoBERTa.

Accuracy BERT Kepler RoBERTa CR
Min. sum valid loss 0.21 0.171 0.11 0.252
Function 0.79 0.734 0.775 0.789
Entity 0.874 0.887 0.894 0.927
Attribute 0.935 0.948 0.941 0.915
Relation 0.978 0.95 0.969 0.969
Concept 0.853 0.8841 0.908 0.927
Operations 1 0.97 1 0.94

Table 3: Accuracy at the lowest validation loss summed
over all components. The best score for each component
is highlighted in bold, second best in italics. CR stands
for CosmicRoBERTa.

The results of the prediction are overall very
impressive, with high accuracy scores over all com-
ponents. It is especially worth highlighting that
from over 40,000 entities in the database, only 400
appear in the training and validation set and only 1
of 71 entities in the validation set also appear in the
training set. Despite this, some models achieve an



accuracy of over 90% in predicting entities, demon-
strating their strong ability to generalize to entities
not seen during training, which was a critical user
requirement for our system.

In addition, we benchmarked our method to re-
cently released general purpose models such as
ChatGPT7 and GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023). For each
model, training set examples were randomly added
to the prompt until the respective model’s context
limit is reached. Then the models were prompted to
generate the right program for a question from the
validation set. Our methodology has an overall ac-
curacy of predicting the right program completely
of 48%, which is higher than the performance of
around 25% of ChatGPT and comparable with the
performance of GPT-4 of around 50%. A detailed
comparison can be found in Table 4. This further
demonstrates the efficiency of our methodology as
it can be run at a fraction of the necessary compute
as well as locally on consumer-grade hardware.

CosmicRoBERTa GPT-4 ChatGPT-3.5
Functions 0.79 0.79 0.516
Entities 0.93 0.86 0.41
Relations 0.97 0.87 0.32
Concepts 0.93 0.82 0.61
Attributes 0.92 0.84 0.72
Overall 0.48 0.5 0.25

Table 4: Accuracy of deployed model (Cosmi-
cRoBERTa) versus general purpose models ChatGPT-
3.5 and GPT-4. The best score for each component is
highlighted in bold.

6 Conclusion

We developed a system for ESA to address the
challenge of answering complex natural language
questions on their DISCOS KB. The main obsta-
cles included a lack of training data, the diversity
and regular updates of the database entries, and the
need for an economically feasible solution. The
program transfer for complex KBQA methodology
was selected for its potential to reduce the amount
of required training samples through transfer learn-
ing and its capability to potentially generalize for
examples which were never seen during training.
A data collection study was conducted with do-
main experts, which was then used to augment the
data through leveraging the underlying ontology of
the KB and prompting a large language model to
generate fitting questions. The architecture was

7https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt

retrained with different domain-specific models
and baselines to determine the benefits of using
a domain-specific pre-trained encoder. Although
the results were mixed, the best performance was
achieved by CosmicRoBERTa, a pre-trained model
on a space domain corpus. With an accuracy of
over 90% of predicting the right entity on the vali-
dation set over the vast pool of candidate entities,
the method demonstrates its strong ability to predict
the correct input arguments for unseen examples.
This is further demonstrated in the comparison with
general-purpose models such as ChatGPT or GPT-
4, where our method achieved competitive results.
Therefore, this approach has the potential to be ex-
tended to other databases and query languages in
the future, especially in scenarios where there are
few to no training examples.

Limitations

The study has several clear limitations. Firstly, the
training and validation datasets used in this study
are still relatively small. A larger dataset would
give more robust results for comparing different
encoders. Additionally, the experiments were only
conducted on the ability to generalize to unseen en-
tities and not on the ability to generalize to unseen
sketch types, which is also of key importance when
addressing low resource CKBQA.

Moreover, the methodology used in this study
relies on annotated question-program pairs, which
are expensive to collect. Learning only from
question-answer pairs or even a question with an
indicated difficulty based on whether the model
was able to answer the question, could be more
easier to collect. While the models achieve high ac-
curacy on most of the knowledge base components,
overfitting can occur at different stages during train-
ing, leading to high accuracy for one component
at one training step but poor accuracy for another
component at another step. In the future, revising
the training procedure or the model setup may help
address this issue.

https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt


Ethics Statement

In any safety-critical context like spacecraft op-
erations, there is an inherent risk associated with
the use of automatic methods supporting human
operators. The transparency of the predicted pro-
grams could mitigate this issue as it allows even
for an engineer with limited knowledge about the
underlying query method to interpret the program
to some degree. In any case, the developed sys-
tems might support human analysis and decision
making by decreasing workload, but cannot replace
it. As mentioned before the DISCOS KB can be
accessed after creating a user account. We plan on
publishing the created question-program pairs and
trained models online in accordance with ESA’s
guidelines.
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A Instructions for Generating Questions

"Here is a list of knowledge graph query
programs in JSON format, each with
its corresponding question in English.
Acronyms are expanded with the following
dictionary: ["GEO": "Geostationary
Orbit", "IGO":"Inclined Geosynchronous
Orbit", "EGO":"Extended Geostationary
Orbit", "NSO":"Navigation Satellites
Orbit", "GTO":"GEO Transfer Or-
bit", "MEO":"Medium Earth Orbit",
"GHO":"GEO-superGEO Crossing Orbits",
"LEO":"Low Earth Orbit", "HAO":"High
Altitude Earth Orbit", "MGO":"MEO-GEO
Crossing Orbits", "HEO":"Highly Eccen-
tric Earth Orbit", "LMO":"LEO-MEO
Crossing Orbits", "UFO":"Undefined
Orbit","ESO":"Escape Orbits"] Program:
{program} Question: {question} (Repeated
until maximum prompt limit is reached)

B Domain-specific Language Models

CosmicRoBERTa A domain-specific language
model from the SpaceTransformer family trained
with basic masked-language-modelling on a corpus
consisting of 75M words (Berquand et al., 2021).8

Kepler We trained our own domain-specific lan-
guage model by appending the KB pre-training
objective as described by Wang et al. (2021b). The
in-domain text data for the Knowledge-augmented
LM was specifically mined to be closely related
to the topic of DISCOS. To achieve this, we col-
lected scientific papers about space debris and doc-
uments from ESA about their internal mission op-
eration procedures. Additionally, we added the
online available dataset from SpaceTransformers9

to the training data.
The complete dataset comprises approximately

17.6 million words, with around 70% used for train-
ing and the remainder for validation. To predict
triples, we converted our database into a set of
(head, relation, tail) triples, where head and tail
are entities represented by their English name or
description, and relation is a relation represented
by a unique token for the relation type.

8https://huggingface.co/icelab/cosmicroberta
9https://pureportal.strath.ac.uk/en/datasets/

dataset-of-space-systems-corpora-thesis-data

The KG triplet datasets consist of approximately
640,000 triples, which are split into 636,000 for
training, 2,000 for validation, and 2,000 for testing.
These triples represent approximately 59,000 enti-
ties and 32 relations. We trained our model using
the available Kepler implementation.10

C Pipeline Components
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Figure 2: Overview over components in query process-
ing pipeline.

10https://github.com/THU-KEG/KEPLER
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D Example Augmented Programs and Generated Questions

[{"function":"FindAll", "inputs":[], "dependencies":[]},
{"function":"FilterConcept", "inputs":["LMO"], "dependencies":[0]},
{"function":"Relate", "inputs":["orbit"], "dependencies":[1]},
{"function":"FilterNum", "inputs":["depth", "0.3", "="], "dependencies":[2]},
{"function":"FilterConcept", "inputs":["UnknownObjClass"], "dependencies":[3]},
{"function":"Count", "inputs":[], "dependencies":[4]}]

Question: How many objects are there that are currently in the LEO-MEO crossing orbits and are
classified as unknown and have a depth of 0.3 m?

{"function":"Find", "inputs":["State Remote Sensing Center"], "dependencies":[]},
{"function":"Relate", "inputs":["host_country"], "dependencies":[0]},
{"function":"FilterConcept", "inputs":["Entity"], "dependencies":[1]},
{"function":"What", "inputs":[], "dependencies":[2]}]

Question: "Which operators are based in the host country of the State Remote Sensing Center?"

{"function":"FindAll", "inputs":[], "dependencies":[]},
{"function":"FilterDate", "inputs":["epoch", "2022 -04 -08", "="], "dependencies":[0]},
{"function": "FilterConcept", "inputs":["Launch"], "dependencies":[1]},
{"function": "Count", "inputs":[], "dependencies":[2]}]

Question: "How many launches are planned for 8th of April 2022?"a

aInterestingly the generated question implies that 8th of April 2022 lies in the future, which is in accordance with OpenAI’s
training set cut-off in September 2021



E Interface for Data Collection and Access to System

For implementing a simple user interface, the popular Python library Streamlit was used. Besides
providing the input query the user can also provide feedback, which potentially could be used to improve
the model by identifying right or wrong answers and adding them to the training set. Another button
allows the user to generate an answer for a question from the validation dataset to get a better feeling of
what questions could be answered.



F Validation Loss Curves
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Figure 3: Validation loss and Accuracy over number of training batches for each component and each tested model.


